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Telecommuters are suing employers
New wave of suits over pay, benefits.
By Sheri Qualters
STAFF REPORTER

A
NEW
CLASS
action brought by
telecommuters of Cigna Healthcare of
California Inc. who say they were denied
overtime and severance pay highlights the
growth of a new type of legal dispute facing
companies across the nation.
The Cigna case, which alleges that the
company denied former home-based medical
claims processors overtime and mileage
compensation for traveling to and from
mandatory meetings during the workday,
follows a flood of cases filed by auto insurance
claims adjusters in the past several years.
Newer cases have been filed by
computer technical support workers and
pharmaceutical sales representatives.
Cases involving work-at-home information
technology workers, insurance employees
and pharmaceutical sales representatives are
clustered in California. Other cases have
cropped up in Colorado, Illinois, Missouri,
New Jersey, New York, Ohio and the District
of Columbia in the past few years.
The ranks of full-time telecommuters in
the United States spiked from 8.8 million
in 2003 to 12.4 million in 2004, according
to Scottsdale, Ariz.-based WorldatWork, a
professional society and research organization
for human resources professionals.
Although 2005 numbers dipped slightly
to 12.2 million workers, the organization
predicts that telecommuting numbers will
climb for 2006, based on the strength of
burgeoning employer acceptance of the
practice and the accessibility of hand-held
wireless communication devices, said Rose
Stanley of WorldatWork.
The number of Americans who perform any
part of their job from home has also climbed
in the past couple of years to 45.1 million in
2005, compared with 41.3 million in 2003.
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Cigna has yet to file a response to the Nov.
8 complaint, and spokeswoman Gloria Barone
Rosanio said Cigna is not commenting on the
case “at this time.”
The complaint suggests that Cigna
Healthcare treated its work-at-home
employees as independent contractors,
which may have led to its present legal troubles, said defense attorney Sara Goldsmith
Schwartz of Andover, Mass.-based Schwartz
Hannum, a labor and employment boutique
that represents management.
“Most companies with a large workat-home work force do offer the same
benefits and wage and hour opportunities
that they do to other employees,” said
Schwartz. “That’s what struck me as
different [about the Cigna case].”
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Pharmaceutical sales representatives
shouldn’t be exempt because they don’t have
much discretion or control over their work,
said plaintiffs’ lawyer David Sanford of
Sanford, Wittels & Heisler in Washington,
whose firm is handling two cases against
Novartis Corp. of New York that were
consolidated into multidistrict litigation
in a federal court in New York. In re
Novartis Wage and Hour Litigation, No.
06-MD-01794 (S.D.N.Y.).
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“The law doesn’t differentiate at where and who are required to follow a strict
you do the job [for overtime],” Finberg said. schedule and script.
“The relevant consideration is what are
Richard Schnadig of Chicago’s Vedder,
your job duties.”
Price, Kaufman & Kammholz, the defense
IBM’s lawyers, from Jones Day offices counsel in the Novartis case, countered that
around the country, either could not be the representatives “do everything short
reached for comment or said the company of selling,” with a great deal of individual
would not talk about the case. Computer judgment and discretion.
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which stated that “about 30,000 current and discrimination cases aren’t as “vibrant” as
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claims from the settlement.”
“There’s a great big bar of plaintiffs’
Cases involving autonomous workers lawyers out there looking to get
who rarely report to an office are also rich,” Schnadig said. “If you strike it rich
spreading to the pharmaceutical industry.
in [Fair Labor Standards Act] cases, the

liability is usually very large.”
Formal agreements
Companies can minimize the risk of legal
disputes with work-at-home employees by
inking formal agreements about the work and
hours, said Mark Batten, a Boston lawyer for
New York-based Proskauer Rose.
Batten, a defense attorney, also
recommends timesheets, a written policy
banning overtime without prior approval
and rules requiring employees to monitor and record work-related activities
such logging on or off a computer.
Comparing the cost of hiring an
independent contractor to the at-home
worker’s pay can also bolster a
company’s analysis of reasonable
compensation, he said.
“Just allowing employees to work at
home without an understanding about
how much time is actually needed for
work will get the employer in trouble,”
Batten said.
Beyond agreements about hours,
contracts should include such nitty-gritty
details as who owns the computer and
what happens if someone slips and falls
at home, Schwartz noted.
Davidson said the Cigna Healthcare
contract with its former work-at-home
employees referenced mandatory
meetings, but contained no specific language about how traveling to such meetings would fit with their regularly scheduled work hours.
“We haven’t fully determined the
effect of some of those contractual provisions, but you can’t contract around basic
wage and hour provisions,” Davidson said.
Telecommuting-related litigation is likely
to grow in tandem with the telecommuting
phenomenon unless companies are careful
to treat all of their employees equally,
Schwartz said.
“If companies treat them more like
regular employees, there will be less
litigation,” Schwartz said. NLJ
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